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### Description

With the successful migration of our machines to the Hetzner Cloud infrastructure, we can upgrade our network setup. The Cloud Console claims

> This server is using the legacy network model. In order to rescale your server or use advanced cloud networking features like floating IPs and private networks you need to upgrade the network model. Your server needs to be powered off in order to perform the upgrade. For more information, please have a look at our wiki.

with the details at

- [https://wiki.hetzner.de/index.php/CloudServer/en#Automounting_fails_-_How_can_I_fix_this_problem.3F](https://wiki.hetzner.de/index.php/CloudServer/en#Automounting_fails_-_How_can_I_fix_this_problem.3F)

Possibly start with intranet first, and if that is working, also look into mail

### Related issues:

Related to Infrastructure - Task #2257: Refactor mail.documentfoundation.org  

In Progress

### History

**#1 - 2020-01-15 12:11 - Florian Effenberger**

- Related to Task #2257: Refactor mail.documentfoundation.org added

**#2 - 2020-01-15 12:12 - Florian Effenberger**

- Target version changed from Q4/2019 to Q2/2020

**#3 - 2020-08-04 17:55 - Florian Effenberger**

- Status changed from New to In Progress
- Target version changed from Q2/2020 to Q4/2020

intranet.tdf done
mail.tdf pending

**#4 - 2020-08-20 00:10 - Guilhem Moulin**

Upgraded and poweredcycled mail.tdf, took the opportunity to upgrade the network model as well.

**#5 - 2020-08-20 00:10 - Guilhem Moulin**

- Status changed from In Progress to Closed